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Have a guaranteed good 
adhesion with this thin Base 
coat.

• Soak off time: 10 Minutes.
• Available in 5ml & 12ml.

BASE
The base+ is a slightly thicker base 
coat with a medium viscosity. 
The Base+ is easy to apply,it does not 
flow into the cuticles. 
It has a good adhesion and evens out 
imperfections.

• Soak off time: 10 minutes.
• Available in 5ml & 12ml.

BASE+

The rubber base goes up to 5 layers deeper into the natural nail. Which makes lifting a thing of the 
past. It is suitable for gel, acrylic and gel polish. Also very suitable for leveling irregularities: both the 
natural nail and acrylic such as file marks. 
Extra Durable - Great for reinforcing thin, brittle, splitting nails - Perfect combination of toughness and elasticity 
for extra durability - Superior flexibility and adhesion - Smooths - Thick Consistency -Soak off formulation
First apply a thin layer and cure. (UV:2 min. - LED:1min) You can apply a thicker layer and let it level.
• Soak off time: 10-12 minutes. 
• In bottle: 5ml/12ml
• In jar: 5gr/15gr/50gr

RUBBERBASE

CLEAR #1
SHIMMER

#3
SALMON 
SPLASH

#4
BOOMER PINK

#5
BABY WHITE

#6
BABY PINK

#7
SILKY BEIGE

#9
BABY BROWN

#16
PINK LADY

#24
AMARILLO

#19
STRAWBERRY 

SPLASH

#21
CHERRY
ON TOP

#10
SOFT NUDE

#11
CAFÉ LATTÉ

#12
BANANA SPLIT

#13
MINT 

PRINCESS

#14
AQUAMARINE

QUEEN

#22
BROWNIE

#17
BLUE

MERMAID

#25
INDIVAR

#8
LOLLYPOP

#15
MAGNOLIA 

RUSH

#23
SUNFLOWER

#18
LADY 

IN RED

#26
HYACINT 

#27
SWEET 

SPARKLE

#20
ORANGINA

SPRITZ
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Flexible top gel which gives a long 
lasting high gloss. This top gel has no 
sticky layer after curing. Curing time: 
3 min. in UV - 1 min.  in LED. 
UV-resistant.

• Soak off time 10 minutes
• Available in 5ml & 12ml

Can be applied over gel polish, gels or 
acrylics and has no sticky layer 
after curing. Top with black flakes in 
it, for a unique effect. UV-resistant.

• Soak off time 15 minutes
• Available in 5ml & 12ml

TOP & GO ON SPOT TOPCOAT

Can be applied over gel polish, gels or 
acrylics and has no sticky layer 
after curing. Gives a soft glitter effect.
UV-resistant.

• Soak off time 15 minutes
• Available in 5ml & 12ml

GLITTER TOP

Immediately matt effect and without a 
sticky layer, this flexible topgel gives 
a beautiful, instant long-lasting matt 
effect.Velvet Matt effect that really 
stays Matt.

• Soak off time 10 minutes
• Available in 5ml & 12ml

SO MATT

SO MERMAID 
FINISH

Can be applied over 
all gel polishes, 
gels or acrylics. 
Gives a beautiful 
mermaid effect. 
UV resistant. No 
sticky layer. 
Limited Edition.
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High quality pigmented, beautiful colors with a perfect coverage. 
Soak off time: 10-12 minutes.
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Soak off time: 10-12 minutes.
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High quality pigmented, beautiful colors with a perfect coverage. 
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High quality pigmented, beautiful colors with a perfect coverage. 
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High quality pigmented, beautiful colors with a perfect coverage. 
Soak off time: 10-12 minutes.
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Apply the Cat eye over a black layer. Hold the magnet above the nail until the desired result is obtained. 
Cure and place a topcoat.
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Do you want to test the quality of the SO GUILTY Utopian Gelpolish yourself? 
It is possible with our sample package.

 
Can also be used as a starter Package. The sample package contains:

Base - Base+ - Rubber base - 2 Colors - Top & Go - Glitter Top - So Matt
(all in 5ml)

Apply a very thin layer of Foil it on Clear to the desired place. 
Cure the gel for approx. 1 - 2 minutes, depending on the strength of your lamps. 
Press the desired foil on the Foil it on clear. 
Rub thoroughly over the foil so you don’t forget any parts. 
Look at the sides to make sure everything sticks.
Then you take the plastic off in a flowing, rolling movement, so the foil remains 
stuck. 
To guarantee the durability of your design, you seal it with the Shine & Go top 
coat (No Wipe) or with the Top & Art (with adhesive layer).
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The SO Easy build is a 3-in-1 builder in a bottle. Ideal for building the nails with templates or extending the nails using 
nail tips. It is also ideal for applying as a base coat. Builder in a bottle is base and build in one bottle.

The SO Easy build offers easy application, fast application, optimal adhesion and is leveling and flexible. This product 
contains no acid or primer and prevents yellowing of the nails. It gives no lifting and helps the natural nails grow, they 

stay in place for more than 4 weeks.

First apply a Breeze bond and then a thin coat, harden for 2 minutes under UV or 1 minute under LED. You can apply a 
thicker layer and let it levitate. Choose a natural look or place the desired utopian gel polish color on top.

The SO Easy Build is available in 5ml and 12ml.
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SPECIAL DEVELOPED
BRUSHES

All SO GUILTY brushes are designed to be super 
easy to use. 

These specially developed brushes ensure an easy 
application and distribution of your product. 

The pigments can be distributed perfectly 
because the brush adjusts itself to the shape of 

the nail. 

The harder you press, the further the brush opens. 

This is ideal for starters as well as professionals.
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For a guaranteed better adhesion you need the primer acid. 
This is because it contains an acid. 
It ensures a better adhesion between the keratin of the nail 
plate and the application. 
This will prevent lifting.
You need very little product to obtain the optimal adhesion. 

PRIMER ACID

The pre-prep temporarily and thoroughly removes the 
moisture from the natural nail plate.
It promotes adhesion and reduces the risk of lifting. Extends 
the portability of nail polish, gel polish, gels and acrylic.
Removes dirt from the nail plate.

PRE-PREP

The Breeze-bond guarantees an extremely good adhesion 
for gel, gel polish and acrylic and prevents lifting. 
It is easy to apply and does not burn on nails or cuticles. 
It is air drying, it is better for the natural nail and contains 
no acids.

BREEZE BOND
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The Base Gel guarantees a superior adhesion to the nail. This is because this gel 
contains an acid. The acid provides an extreme adhesion to the nail plate.
Characteristics: Curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 90 seconds -Medium 
Viscosity - Transparant

BASE GEL

With our Mask Away Gelly you are guaranteed to put a perfect reverse french.
Characteristics: Curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 90 seconds - High 
viscosity - Builder Gel - Cover - Thick jelly-like texture - Suitable for modelling 
long shapes - Not Self-levelling - Easy to equalize using a brush

MASK AWAY GELLY

The Supreme Plus Soft Pink is guaranteed to give you a good adhesion to your 
nail. It is suitable for gel and gel polish. For you this means that you can give 
every client beautiful, even nails without detaching.
Characteristics: Curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 90 seconds - High 
viscosity - Builder Gel - Suitable for modelling long shapes - Not Self-levelling 
- Easy to equalize using a brush

SUPREME+

SO BUILD UP GLITZ
This glitter construction gel is ideal for building up and extending nails. It gives a fantastic sparkle. If you like to fade a 

french you will get a beautiful result. It is a non heating gel and does not run into the sidewalls. 
It is easy to model & file, without the risk of damaging the glitter effect.

Characteristics: Glitter construction gel - Available in 4 colors Glitter construction gel - Curing time: UV - 120 seconds / 
LED - 60 seconds - NO HEAT formula - does not burn - Medium / High viscosity - Very good adhesion - Acid free product!.
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With our supreme fiber you are guaranteed anail with extra strenght. This is because the supreme fiber is equipped with 
fiber particles. This makes the building gel more powerful than ever before. For you this means that you can easily build 

a nail with a superior adhesive strenght.

Characteristics
Higher viscosity for faster apllications

Special Formula with Fiberglass
Has builder capacities
Available in 4 colors
Excellent adhesion

Benefits of Gel
Strongest Gel

Curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 90 seconds
Enhanced control due to thixotropic properties 

Added fiber particles for additional strenght
Ideal Gel for warm summer climate

Acid-free product!
Medium Viscosity

Self-levelling
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The stretch build ensures a smooth nail.
 This because it will move with the nail. 

The goal is to prevent painful nails.

Characteristics
Curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 90 seconds

Very good self-levelling proportions
NO HEAT formula - Doesn’t burn

Medium / low Viscosity 
Available in 5 colors
Very good adhesion
Acid-free product!

One-phased
Adds shine
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Our color gels guarantee a perfect coverage.
This is due to the high pigmentation in the colours.

With 1 or 2 layers the nail is perfectly covered.
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Our color gels guarantee a perfect coverage.
This is due to the high pigmentation in the colours.
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Our color gels guarantee a perfect coverage.
This is due to the high pigmentation in the colours.

With 1 or 2 layers the nail is perfectly covered.
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Spidergel is easy for making Nailart designs. It is perfect for thin lines.

The SO Stick it on ensures the perfect adhesion of your nail art stones.
Place the SO Stick It on on the nail where you want the gem - place the gem on top - cure for one minute in a dual 

wave lamp.

1. Use the So Dotting Tool and remove the spider gel from the jar. 
2. Carefully tap the gel on the SO Dotting Tool and slowly pull a “spider line” from one side of the nail to the other side.
3. You can complete the desired design by pulling several lines back and forth. 
4.  Curing and finishing with Top & Art or Shine & Go.
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Initially Pink Ribbon wants to increase the visibility and knowledge about breast cancer. In addition, 
it wants to promote dialogue, reduce feelings of anxiety and loneliness and break taboos by encou-

raging certain behaviours and attitudes. Finally, Pink Ribbon wants to support concrete projects that 
improve the well-being and quality of life of women and men who are confronted with breast cancer 

and their environment. That’s why we donate! Pink Ribbon will receive €12.00 per sold box.

In the Pink Ribbon box, you will find 6 Limited Edition Colours and an extra gift. 
Be quick, the stock is limited.

The colours are also available separately.
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Our color gels guarantee a perfect coverage.
This is due to the high pigmentation in the colours.

With 1 or 2 layers the nail is perfectly covered.
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Our color gels guarantee a perfect coverage.
This is due to the high pigmentation in the colours.

With 1 or 2 layers the nail is perfectly covered.
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Our One TO Stroke gels guarantees the perfect coverage. This is due to the high pigmentation in the colours. 
With 1 layer the nail is perfectly covered.

This is also suitable for nail art and it cures without sticky layer.
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The top & art guarantees a long lasting high gloss. This be-
cause the finish will not get dull.
This makes it perfect for protection your nail art.

TOP & ART

The shine & go has a thin and low viscosity that guarantees 
you the ultimate high gloss. This because it is spe-cifically 
made for the shine.  The finish will not get dull or will not turn 
yellow. The shine & Go seals the artificial nail and protects it 
from stains.  It can be used on acrylic, gel or fiberglass. The 
Shine & Go is UV-resistant and no longer has a sticky layer 
when it comes out of the lamp. 
• Curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 120 seconds
• Flexible
• No sticky layer
• Highly resistable for cracking
• Ultimate high lasting shine
• No cool down needed
• Easy for fast applications

SHINE & GO

Create an instant matt effect on your color gel with the Matt 
Finish.

• Curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 90 seconds
• Sticky layer
• Becomes Matt once the sticky layer is removed

MATT FINISH
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Do you want to test the quality of SO GUILTY yourself? 
It is possible with our sample package. 

Can also be used as a starter package.

The sample package contains:

Breeze Bond 
Top & Art

(all in 12ml)

Base gel
Stretch Build 

Supreme Fiber Rosé & White
Supreme +
Color Gel

One to stroke
(all in 5gr)
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As light as a feather, as solid as a rock.
Feels like polygel, but is as strong as acrylic.

Epic Fusion gel dries in just 10 seconds.
SAY GOODBYE TO AIR & LIFTING!

Recommended curing Time: UV - 120 seconds / LED - 60 seconds

SO EPIC OVAL KOLINSKY #08

This brush is specially designed for the use of 
the epic fusion gel. 

It is a high quality brush, with 100% natural 
Kolinsky bristles.

The Kolinsky bristles ensure that the brush re-
mains beautiful even longer.
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Everyone knows gel. Everyone knows Polygel. Everyone 
knows Acrylic.

But do you already know the fusion of these 3? 

We listened to the stylists’ needs and how we could help 
them even more. 

The epic fusion, a product with all the advantages of the 3, 
but without the disadvantages.

• No unpleasant smell
• No burning sensation
• No liquid needed 
• The liquid in the product is activated by touch
• No product loss
• Saves you time and money

As hard as acrylic, as light as polygel and a curing time even 
faster than gel.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. PREP
Disinfection - Remove cuticles - Shape your nails - Make them 
matt - Remove dust - Degrease

2. PLACE AN AMOUNT OF EPIC FUSION
3. MODEL WITH THE SO EPIC SHAPE
4. SPREAD WITH A DABBING MOVEMENT
First the cuticles, then work to the front

5. CURE
6. APPLY A COLOR
7. TOPCOAT

EPIC FUSION
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Suitable for starters and professionals
Does not stick in your file
Can be used in a pot to the end
Does not contain Hema 
Better for your brush
No adhesive layer

Does not burn
Feather light 
3D Designs
Easy to File
Fast curing
Odourless

Hardness of Acrylic
Cures in UV & LED
Simple to retouch

Flexibility of Gel
No Air

THE perfect replacement for Polygel, Acrylic and even Gel!

Makes applying the Epic Fusion Gel easier. Helps with a perfect distribution of your product.
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Do you want to discover the Epic Experience? 
It is possible with our EPIC Starter package. 

The starter package contains:

Pre prep
Breeze bond
Base gel 5gr

EPIC Fusion (15gr)
- Clear - 

- Baby pink -
- Mask Away -
- Baby white -

- Instens White -
Shine & go

+ 1 FREE BRUSH
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The SO Guilty SO Acrylic ensures that your clients can enjoy beautiful nails for at least 4 weeks.
This is because acrylic is a very strong product which makes it less fragile on the nails. With its superior adhesion you 

are sure of long lasting results. It can be used for both short and long nails and is easy to remove.
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Removes the sticky layer of the gel polish or gel with a very pleasant perfume.
• Anti-spill cap

• 4 Different parfums
• Pleasent smell

• Available in 250 ml & 5000 ml
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Cleans the surface of the natural nail.
It temporarily extracts moisture from the natural nail plate. 

It promotes adhesion and reduces the risk of lifting. 
Extends the portability of nail polish, gel or acrylic. 

Removes dirt from the nail plate.

Combats bacteria, yeasts and fungi on work material and skin.
Spray enough on the skin or instruments and leave on for 5 minutes before rubbing dry.

Can also be used in the ultrasonic sterilizer.
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With the SO Off Soak Off you can soak off the So Guilty Utopian Gelpolish in 10 minutes. 
When you use the Glitter Top it will take 15 minutes.

Also available with Aloë Vera extract.

Remove nail polish in no time.
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SO STRIP ART FILE
• High quality A+ 
• You need core

• In a packet of 50 pcs you receive 2 Cores for FREE

SO STRIP CORE
The center core, put on each side a nail strip file.

 to remove old product

to file natural nail 
or shape your new placed product

to shape your new placed product

#100

#150

#180
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SO BUFF FILE
The Hygienic Buffer file #180 is exceptionally effective in use, the strips stick well and are 

very durable. They are made of the highest quality to ensure a long-term use. Their soft surface makes sure your 
natural nail is protected in combination with sufficient file/buff power. 
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SO GLOSS FILE
The Hygienic Gloss File 400/3000 makes your natural nails or acrylic 

nails shine with high gloss, as if you were wearing a top coat! 
Did you know that they are also compact and very durable for multiple uses?
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SO OVAL #8 & FRENCH#10

SO FLAT GEL BRUSH #4 SO OVAL SHARP GEL BRUSH #4

A+ quality material and hair. Competition brushes. Most carefully and qualitatively chosen nylon.
Beautiful Rosé Gold Crystal double Gel Brush which ensures an ideal application and distribution of your gel products 

thanks to the best quality nylon hairs.
With this brush you can place your gel or your color perfectly.

Applying colour has never been easier.
Easy for aligning and placing your 
smileline. You can also use it to place 

the perfect APEX. 

SO OVAL GEL BRUSH #6
Easy for aligning and placing your 
smileline.You can also use it to place 

the perfect APEX.

SO EPIC OVAL KOLINSKY #08
High quality brush, perfect for using 
the Epic Fusion Gel. The brush has 
100% Kolinsky bristles which makes 
this brush stay beautiful even longer. 
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A+ quality material and 100% Kolinsky hair. Competition brushes. Most carefully and qualitatively chosen.
Beautiful Rosé Gold Crystal double Acryl Brush which ensures an ideal application and distribution of your acryl products 

thanks to the best quality of hairs.
With this brush you can place your acryl or your color perfectly.

SO ACRYLIC KOLINSKY #6

SO ACRYLIC KOLINSKY #10

SO ACRYLIC KOLINSKY #12

High quality Rosé Gold Acrylic Brush, perfect for using the SO 
Acrylic. which thanks to the highestquality hairs ensures an ideal 
processing and distribution of you Acrylic products. The hairs are 
100% kolinsky.

High quality Rosé Gold Acrylic Brush, perfect for using the SO 
Acrylic. which thanks to the highestquality hairs ensures an ideal 
processing and distribution of you Acrylic products. The hairs are 
100% kolinsky.

High quality Rosé Gold Acrylic Brush, perfect for using the SO 
Acrylic. which thanks to the highestquality hairs ensures an ideal 
processing and distribution of you Acrylic products. The hairs are 
100% kolinsky.
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SO PAINT SHARP #2

SO PAINT FINE #4

SO PAINT FINE #6

Nailart brush, mainly used to make fading. Can also be used 
to make Nailart drawings and designs.

An ideal rose gold brush to make fine lines, fill in designs, but 
also to make elegant nail art and curls. can also be used in 
watercolours, fadings and other designs.

An ideal rose gold brush to make fine lines, fill in designs, 
but also to make elegant nail art and curls. can also be used 
in watercolours, fadings, One to stroke paintings and other 
designs.

A+ quality material and hair. Competition brushes.
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ART BRUSH #8 SO OMBRE ROUND

SO OMBRE FORK ART BRUSH #6

SO MICRO ART BRUSH #0001

Create beautiful ombre, Colorboom or Babyboom with this 
handy round brush in high quality hairs.

Rosé gold competition brush in top quality Nylon hairs 
ensure that you can create beautiful ombre, Babyboom and 
Colorboom.

An ideal rose gold brush to make fine lines, but also elegant 
nail art like a mandala.
Hair length 6mm.

A+ quality material and hair. Competition brushes.
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SO MICRO ART BRUSH #006

SO DOTTING

SO SILICONE MAGIC CHROME

An ideal rose gold brush to make fine lines, but also elegant 
nail art and curls.
Hair length 12mm.

Make beautiful dots in the desired size with gelpaint, gel, 
gellak,... to give your design that extra touch. Also used to 
make fine lines with spidergel.
You can also use this to make your smileline.

Crystal applicator to apply your chrome effects and rub to 
mirror shine.

A+ quality material and hair. Competition brushes.
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SO CLEAN DUST BRUSH

SO BRUSH BAG

Beautiful rose gold dust brush to remove 
dust from your customers’ hands in a silky 
soft way.

Your full range of brushes safely stored 
without damage in this handy brush holder 
with zipper. 
Can also be placed on the table thanks to the 
folding function.

A+ quality material and hair. Competition brushes.
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SO CUTICLE PUSHER

SO FINE TWEEZERS

SO SCISSORS

SO CUT THE SKIN

SO CUT THE TIP

SO EPIC SPATULA

A simple nail tool used to perform manicures and pedicures. 
It pushes the skin from your cuticles back and away from 
your nails to help your nails grow stronger.

Can be used to remove loose skin. ideal for cutting nail art 
and templates.

Can be used for several things, mainly to hold things. For 
example, it can be used to hold tiny diamonds.

Used to cut your tip to the right length.

Can be used to easily apply Epic Fusion Gel on the nail or can 
be used to mix colors.

Used to remove the loose skin from the cuticles.
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Used to remove the loose skin from the cuticles.
CUTICLE SCISSORS

PEDICURE TONG INGROWN TOENAIL

PEDICURE TONG HEAD CUTTER

PEDICURE TONG

Used for the treatment of ingrown toenails.

Used to cut toenails straight.

Used to cut the toenails sideways.
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CUTICLE PUSHER

DIAMOND FILE

DOUBLE NAIL ANGLE FILE

DOUBLE STEEL EXCAVATOR
All dirt / lime under and around the nail can be 
perfectly removed by this excavator.

A simple nail tool used to perform manicures and pedicures. 
It pushes the skin from your cuticles back and away from 
your nails to help your nails grow stronger.

This diamond file with fine grain is specially made for filing 
nails.

Mainly used to file away small, sharp corners at the nail 
edge.
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HOLLOW CHISEL

KNIFE HOLDER N°3

KNIFE HOLDER N°4

This hollow chisel is ideal for cleaning the nail bags.

Used to store knives and remove dead skin.

Used to store knives and remove dead skin.
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SO FAST WAVE DIGITAL PINK 

NAIL DRILL GO SPEED

NAIL DRILL PRO DELUXE

The 1st rose light bulb that not only hardens but also pro-
tects the skin. The lamp has a large opening with an auto-
matic sensor that cures all gels. 

Lower plate is removable.
Dual wave technology: you can choose between LED, stan-
dard UV or a combination of both.
Contains a No heat button, this ensures that you do not feel 
any heat during the curing process.
Digital time display
LED buttons: 10sec, 30sec 60sec

This Nail drill is very easy to use. It has a speed control but-
ton with an LCD RPM Display of 0-35 for rotation speed:0-
35000RPM. It has a Forward and a reverse rotation.
You can use u foot pedal if wanted. 
The Nail drill has a Standby function, and if u don’t use your 
handpiece, you can put it in the holder. The handpiece is du-
rable with a minimal noise.
Perfect for professional use.

This Compact Nail drill is extremely quiet and smooth with 
no vibration when using. If you want you can control the drill 
by a foot pedal. It includes a forward and a reverse operation 
switch with a rotation speed  that reaches up to 35000RPM.
This drill can be used in a professional salon or at home and 
is suitable for pedicure and manicure. It comes with 6 stan-
dard diamond bits.
Perfect as an entrance-level model. Semi-professional.
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This bit with very wear-resistant material is used for remo-
ving old gel. It does not generate any heat and is easy to 
maintain.

This bit with very wear-resistant material is used for remo-
ving old gel. It does not generate any heat and is easy to 
maintain.

Recommended for use with acrylic.
It can also be used for quick removal of gel.

SO LEFTY  CARBIT COMBO

CERAMIC CONE ROUGH

SO CARBIT ACRYLICS HURRICAINE 

CERAMIC CONE MEDIUM

SO CARBIT FLAME COATED 
HARDMETAL COMBI

This material has the property to be very wear resistant and 
pleasant to use, it has a high wear resistance due to the 
composition of the ceramics. The bit creates fine dust and 
is resistant to additives. In addition, it has a perfect heat 
dissipation. 

This material has the property to be very wear resistant and 
pleasant to use, it has a high wear resistance due to the 
composition of the ceramics. The bit creates fine dust and 
is resistant to additives. In addition, it has a perfect heat 
dissipation.

NAILDUST CLEANER
With this bit you can remove all the dust from your custo-
mers nails. 
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SO UTOPIAN GELPOLISH HANDS

SO UTOPIAN GELPOLISH FEET & 
RUBBERBASE COATED

DIAMOND ROUGH STRAIGHT

SO SHAPE YOUR NAILS UP

This bit is made to remove gelpolish. You can use this bit in 
stead of soaking your gelpolish off.
Very Soft bit.

This bit is used to shape the nails without the use of a file.
ideal for styling your newly placed product in the right shape.

This bit is made to remove gelpolish from your toes as well 
as rubberbase.

CERAMIC ROUGH
This material has the property to be very wear resistant and 
pleasant to use, it has a high wear resistance due to the 
composition of the ceramics. The bit creates fine dust and 
is resistant to additives. In addition, it has a perfect heat 
dissipation.

GRINDING MANDREL
Holder for the sanding belts for milling.

Sanding Bits: 
3 different gritts.
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SO SKINNY DIAMOND BULLET

SO SKINNY DIAMOND BULLET MINI

SO CARBIT RED SMALL

CARBIT ORANGE CUTICLE SMALL

SO CARBIT HARDMETAL 

This bit has a fine grit for the most delicate surfaces of the 
nail. It is recommended for loosening the cuticles.
Ideal for Russian Manicure.

This bit has no sharp edges. It is used for cleaning the side-
walls of the nails.
Ideal for Russian Manicure.

This bit has a fine grit for the most delicate surfaces of the 
nail. It is recommended for the cuticles.

Used for the removal of gel in the side walls and for the 
hardened skin on the side walls of the nails.

Used for the removal of gel in the side walls and for the 
hardened skin on the side walls of the nails
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SO DIAMOND CONE FLAT 
FOR CALLUS

DIAMOND LONG

CARBIT RED CUTICLE

SO SKINNY DIAMOND CALLUS 
SMALL BALL
This bit is used to remove the cuticles and to smoothen the 
skin and nail plate. 
Ideal for Russian Manicure.

Ideal for removing and pushing back the cuticles.
Can be used on delicate surfaces.

Ideal for loosening the cuticles.
Can be used on delicate surfaces.

Ideal for loosening the cuticles.
Do not use on the nail plate.
Ideal for Russian Manicure.

SO SKINNY DIAMOND CALLUS 
MEDIUM BALL
This bit is used to remove the cuticles and to smoothen the 
skin and the nail plate.
Ideal for Russian Manicure.

SO SKINNY DIAMOND CALLUS 
BIG BALL
This bit is used to remove the cuticles and to smoothen the 
skin and the nail plate.
Ideal for Russian Manicure.
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SO RUSSIAN MANICURE KIT

SO RUSSIAN MANICURE KIT DELUXE

The kit contains:

So skinny diamond bullet
So skinny diamond callus small ball

So skinny diamond callus medium ball
So skinny diamond callus big ball

So carbit hardmetal
Carbit red cuticle

The kit contains:

So skinny diamond bullet
So skinny diamond callus small ball

So skinny diamond callus medium ball
So skinny diamond callus big ball

So carbit hardmetal
Carbit red cuticle

Ceramic cone
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These Nailwipes are lint free and easy to use, especially made to clean the nails. 
One pack includes 900 pieces.

4cm x 6cm

Good absorption 

Less product needed 

Easy to use

Does not deform

Do not fluff and feel soft
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www.soguilty.eu
0032 (0) 2 305 76 80

SO GUILTY - Iconic Nails


